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Statement of Problem. - -This is a historical study of the founding
of Phylon, The Atlanta University Review of Race ctnd Culture, and an ex¬
amination of those articles published in Phylon which reflect the changes
in political orientation, consciousness and beliefs of the black population
from 1940-54.
W. E. B. DuBois, the founder of Phylon, attempted to establish
Phylon as a forum for intellectual discussions on matters pertaining to
race and culture. DuBois saw the importance of establishing a journal
that would serve as a repository for studies made on questions pertaining
to race eind stimulate further research.
This study will review articles which reflect the change in the
philosophical direction of the civil rights movement. The articles analyzed
in this study will be political and social in scope. Articles of a social
character will be analyzed to show the effects of changing social attitudes
on the political situation of Blacks.
Methodology. --The content analysis method of research will be em¬
ployed in writing this study, "Content analysis refers to a specific set of
procedures the object of which is to make available quantitative and qualitative
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statements regarding communications content. "1 Bernard Berelson de¬
fines content analysis as a research technique for the "objective, systema¬
tic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of comm\xnication.
In describing the attributes of content analysis, Fred Kerlinger states: "In¬
stead of observing people’s behavior directly, or asking them to respond to
scales, or interviewing them, the investigator takes the communications
that people have produced and asks questions of the communications.
It is the intent of the researcher to review articles which reflect
on the status of Blacks in America. All articles which reflect this changing
status will be ainalyzed as they appear in each succeeding issue.
Limitations of the Study. --Phylon was founded in 1940 as an inter¬
national journal to discuss racial questions. Hence, this study will only ex¬
amine articles published in Phylon which reflect the philosophical change in
the Black man’s changing status in the American socio-political sphere from
1940 to 1954. No other source materials will be utilized except to further
clarify statements contained in articles reviewed in this study when neces¬
sary (i. e., further explanation of a federal law or explanation of a Supreme
^Floyd W. Matson and Ashley Montagu (eds.), The Human Dialogue
(New York: Free Press, 1967), p. 185.
^Bernard Bereleson, Content Analysis in Commxmication Research
(New York: Free Press, 1962), p. 18.
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Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York:
Holt, Rhinehart eind Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 544.
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Court decision).
Note to Reader. -- Whenever the word Negro appears in its original
context, this researcher employs it. However, it is this researcher's
custom to refer to "Negroes" as "Blacks. " The word negro appears in
this thesis and it will benefit the reader if he is aware of the fact that prior
to 1966 "Black" as a reference for "Negroes" was often considered an in¬
sult and after this period the reverse was true.
CHAPTER I
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PHYLON,
THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY REVIEW
OF RACE AND CULTURE,
DxiBois* Influence
Dr. W. E. B. DtiBois, then Ware professor of Sociology at Atlanta
University founded Phylon, The Atlanta University Review of Race and
Culture. The first issue was published and circulated in January, 1940.
Since his graduation from. Harvard University in 1891, and his return to
the United States in 1894 after a year's study at the University of Berlin
(Germany), DiiBois had devoted his life to the study of matters dealing with
race, although the word race was an undesirable concept to him. In the
"Apology", his first statement published in the first issue of Phylon, he
wrote:
Because of the reality back of it, we continue the use of the
older concept of the word "race", referring to the greater groups
of human kind which by outer pressure and inner cohesiveness,
still form and have long formed a stronger or weaker unity of
thought and action. Among these groups appear both biological
and psychological likenesses, although we believe that these as¬
pects in the past have been overemphasized in the face of many
contradictory facts. While therefore, we continue to study and
measure all human differences we seem to see the basis for real
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and practical unity in culture. We use then the old word in new
containers. A culture consists of the ideas, habits and values,
the technical processes and goods which any group possessed
either by inheritance or adoption. 1
DuBois’ antipathy for the term "race" coincided with the philosophies
of most modern sociologists and anthropologists. Ashley Montagu wrote:
Man’s cultural activities have introduced elements into the
process of human evolution which have so substantially modi¬
fied the end products that one can no longer equate the processes
which have occurred in the evolution of mein. The factors of
mutation, natural selection, drift, isolation, have all been opera¬
tive in the evolution of man. But so have such factors as ever
increasing degrees of mobility, hybridization, and social selec¬
tion, and it is the effects of these and similar factors, which,
at least os it has always seemed to me, maJkes the employment
of the term "race" inapplicable to most human populations as
we find them today.
DuBois’ concept of race is comparable to Montagu’s concept of
ethnic group.
For all general purposes, an "ethnic group" may be defined
as one of a number of breeding populations, which populations
together comprise the species homo sapiens and which indivi¬
dually maintain their differences, physical or genetic and
cultural, by means of isolating mechanisms such as geographic
and social barriers. ^
^W. E. B. DuBois, "Apology, " Phylon, The Atlanta University Re¬
view of Race ctnd Culture, I (First Quarter, 1940), 3. Hereafter cited
Phylon.
9
Ashley Montagu (ed. ), The Concept of Race (New York: Free Press,
1964), p. 13.
%id. . p. 25.
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An examination of the writings of DuBois before his foxmding of
Phylon indicates that he had always shown a great deal of interest of matters
of racial significance. Indeed his beginnings in the world of intelligentsia
forecast his interest in the racial question. His doctoral dissertation, The
Suppression of the African Slave Trade to the United States of America.
1638-1780 (Harvard 1896), is considered the classic study of the importation
of Africans to America for the express purpose of utilizing them for slave
labor.
It is not enough to simply state that DuBois’ interest in racial
questions were due to the fact of his blackness. As a matter of fact, he
was as conscious and proud of his white ancestry as his black. Discussing
his white ancestry in his Autobiography, DuBois wrote:
The energy in my grandmother Sally. . . She had Dutch
and perhaps Indiein blood, but the rest of the family were
black.^
On the other hand much of my philosophy of the color line
must have come from my family group and their friends’s ex¬
perience . . . with few exceptions all could read and write
. . . these talked of their work and experiences, of hindrances
which colored people especially encountered, or better chances
in other towns and cities. In this way I must have gotten in¬
directly a pretty clear outline of color bars which I myself did
not experience. ^
There were other Blacks who did not deem it necessary to devote
^W. E. B. DxiBois, The Autobiography of W. E. B. DuBois (New
York: International Publishers Co., Inc., 1968), p. 64. Hereafter cited
Autobiography.
^Ibid. . p. 75.
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their lives to study and solving of racial questions. Aside from his pro¬
clivity to write, why did this one voice emerge and assume such singular
prominence as the Black spokesman?
An an undergraduate at Harvard, DuBois stated his enjoyment at
being given the opportunity to study at that institution of higher learning.
"It was an extraordinary opportunity for a young man and I think I realized
it. Perhaps a fair degree of accuracy was foreseen in his future role
in life and he gave the following reasons for taking an English course at
Harvard: "I believe foolishly perhaps but sincerely that I have something
to say to the world, and I have taken English 12 in order to say it well.
The American graduate school system was patterned after the,
Gernman model. Indeed many of the leading professors at maj'or Ameri¬
can institutions which granted degrees were either; (1) German, (2) had
studied in Germany, or (3) had studied in American institutions vinder
professors who professed German intellectual associations. In 1892 DuB'Ois
had the opportunity for a year of study at the University of Berlin (Germany).
Contrary to popular belief, the theory of Germanic (Aryan) superiority
is not Hitlerian in origin. Indeed there had been many German philosophers
^W. E. B. DuBois, "A Pageant in Seven Decades" (Address delivered
at Atlanta University Center, 1938), p. 8.
^Ibid.
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who had advanced this theory, DuBois had the opportimity during his studies
at the University of Berlin to study under one of the early protagonists of
this philosophy, von Treitschke. DuBois stated: "I sat uder the voice of
the fire-eating von Treitschke and heard him assert the general inferiority
of Mulattoes and mixed races.
It cannot be ascertained what effect von Treitschke had on DtiBois.
Prior to his studies in Germany, DuBois had been concerned with racial
issues; as the subject of his doctoral dissertation attests. Furthermore,
it would have been difficult for an individual of DuBois' intellectual charac¬
ter to ignore the nuances of racial inequity that abound in America. How¬
ever, to study xinder a professor who holds one's intellect and human
qualities in a state of inferiority could create an attempt on one's part to
reverse his ideas. Obviously von Treitschke was the most interesting
professor encountered by DuBois at the University of Berlin, "His lectures
are nevertheless intensely interesting. He is rapt in his subject, a man of
intense likes and dislikes, beliefs and disbeliefs. . . . "Yet von
Treitschke is not a narrow man.
In 1896 with his formal education finished and three years experi¬
ence as a college professor, DuBois accepted an offer to be come pro¬
fessor of sociology in Atlanta University and direct the newly inaugurated
^Ibid. , p. 11,
^DuBois, Autobiography, p. 164.
3Ibid. , p. 165.
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studies of the Negro problem. These studies led to the Atlanta University
Publications. Phylon can be said to have grown out of the earlier Atlanta
University Publications which were published annually from 1896 to 1914.
The major difference between the earlier Atlanta University Publications
and Phylon was in their areas of concentration. The Atlanta University
Publications concerned themselves with problems peculiar to the Black
man in the United States, whereas Phylon concerns itself with all groups
which may be characterized as minorities and the problems they encotmter
on the international scene.
The Atlanta University Publications grew out of the Atlanta Con¬
ferences of 1896. These conferences were designed to study the plight of
the Urban Negro (the Hampton and Tuskegee Conferences studied the
plight of the Negro farmers and laborers). DuBois changed the direction
of the Atlanta Conferences:
When I took charge of the Atlanta Conference, I did not pause
to consider how far my deyeloped plans agreed or disagreed
of the already launched project. It made little essential differ¬
ence, since only one conference had been held and a second being
planned. These followed the Hampton and Tuskegee model of
specific efforts at social reform and aimed at propoganda for
certain preconceived lines. This program at Atlanta, I sought
to swing on a pivot to one of scientific investigation into
social conditions, primarily for scientific ends. I put no special
emphasis on specif reform effort, but increasing and widening
emphasis on the collection of a basic body of fact concerning
the social condition of American Negroes, endeavoring to re¬
duce that condition to exact measurement whenever or wherever
occasion permitted . . . we came to be, however, as I had in¬
tended, increasingly, a source of rather general information
and a basis for further study, rather than an organ of social reform, 1
^DuBois, Autobiography. P- 214.
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Hence was DuBois' interest in the scientific investigation begun. He
became interested in establishing a documentary depository of information
concerning the Negro. Later, when he founded Phylon, he sought to estab¬
lish an international forum to discuss the situation of the colored.
DuBois had attempted to establish Phylon in 1934, but thought that
his efforts were blocked by Florence M. Reed, then President of Spelman
College (one of the schools comprising the Atlanta University System).
"She respected me but feared my radical thought in many directions. . . .
Her opposition delayed the starting of Phylon from 1934 \mtil 1940."^
President Reed, however, makes no mention of this controversy in her
book. The Story of Spelman College. Only the observation of DuBois as a
professor of students at Spelman is recorded.
DtiBois wrote two autobiographies, the first called Dusk of Dawn;
An Essay Toward An Autobiography of a Race Concept (1940) and the second
published posthumously. The Autobiography of W» E. B. DuBois (1968).
In neither of these books does he discuss the origin of Phylon. This is in
stark contrast to his detailed exposition of the origin of the Atlanta Univer¬
sity Publications. Du Bois* abrupt dismissal from Atlanta University in
1944 after having served only four years as Editor of Phylon may have
been one of the reasons for his failure to discuss Phylon.
A contributing factor to his failure to discuss Phylon may be due to
llbid., p. 301.
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the fact that he was the overall director of the Atlanta University Publi¬
cations, whereas he simply served as editor of Phylon. DuBois also con¬
sidered the compilation of information contained in the Atlanta University
Publications invaluable sources of information which could be utilized by
governmental agencies to alleviate some of the problems encountered by
Blacks. In comparison, Phylon was considered to be scientific and
scholarly journal with the express aim of discussing matters pertaining to
race and c\alture and as such would enjoy a limited audience of those in¬
terested in this type of intellectual discussion.
After having been granted permission to begin publication of Phylon
as an official publication of Atlanta University, DuBois summoned a group
of professors in Atleinta University to apprise them of his intent. Dr. C.
A. Bacote (Professor of History in Atlanta University) who was present at
this meeting states:
Dr. DuBois summoned a group of us to his apartment in
Ware Hall to tell us of his intention of publishing a journal
dealing with the race question. The professors present wanted
the publication to be a continuation of the old Atlanta University
Publications. However, Dr. DviBois informed us that he in¬
tended to name the new journal, Phylon. This created quite a
bit of apprehension because none of those present knew the de¬
finition of Phylon. Dr. DtiBois informed us that the word was
Greek auid meant "Race. " Everyone realized that Dr. DuBois
would do most of the work connected with publishing Phylon
so no further discussion was made concerning the name of the
new journal. Phylon was the brainchild of Dr. DuBois. ^
^C. A. Bacote, private interview held at Atlanta University, May 7,
1969.
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Thus Phylon was launched. The Atlanta University Bulletin of
December, 1939, announced:
Beginning in January, 1940, Atlanta University will pub¬
lish a scholarly journal \ander the title of "Phylon, The Atlanta
University Review of Race and Culture. " The new publication,
to be issued quarterly, will treat the race problems of the
south, the United States and the world. But these problems
will be concerned not so much with physical and hereditary
differences as with the culture and cultural development of
race. Publication of the new quarterly in some respects will
be a resumption of the old Atlanta University Publications,
which were issued annually for eighteen years, between 1897
and 1914. . . appointed editor-in-chief is Dr. W. E. B, DuBois,
Chairman of the Department of Sociology at Atlanta University.
Modest in size, "Phylon" will contain from one h\mdred to
one hundred and fifty pages, and illustrations. The articles
will be popular as well as highly scientific. The magazine
will contain literature, poetry, book notices and reviews. ^
Phylon was the first scholarly journal published by Blacks devoted
to the study of race and culture through contributions of people from both
the humanities and social sciences.
Phylon established itself as a forum on international racial ques¬
tions. The contributors to Phylon represent authorities in their areas of
studies.
The "Apology" written by DiiBois in the first issue of Phylon states
the Journal*s intent succinctly:
But we feel decidedly that a new view of the social sciences
is necessary, as comprehending the actions of men and re¬
ducing them to systematic study eind understanding. In this we
^Atlanta University Bulletin III (Dec. , 1939), 2.
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foresee a re-interpretation of history, education and sociology;
a rewriting of history from the ideological and economic point
of view; a re-establishment of education, not as a science but
as the applied art of training men by means of approved psycho¬
logical method, into ability to know and use the main results of
knowledge accumulated. , . , We shall strive to abolish the
present economic illiteracy and paralysis; and openly hold up
to frank criticism that widespread assumption that the industrial
organization of the nineteenth century was something permanent
and sacred and furnished final word which stops the twentieth
century from facing the problem of abolishing poverty as a first
step toward real freedom, democracy and art among men,
through industrial technique and planned economy. . . .
For this our venture in social science, we ask the sympathy
and support of all open minds and sincere souls. ^
^DuBois, "Apology, " 5.
CHAPTER II
BLACK PROTESTS FOR EQUALITY
There have been many changes in the philosophical direction of the
Black Civil Rights Movement. There have evolved over the years, organi¬
zations devoted to the improvement of the Black man’s status in American
life.
Phylon affords one the opportvinity to examine thought concerning
the Black man in American society in a scholarly journal devoted to the
study of race and culture. Upon examination there appears to be three areas
of extreme importance in articles published in Phylon concerning Black Am¬
ericans; housing, education and politics.
Upon further analysis it becomes apparent that there is no delineation
in black thought between what effects them politically, educationally or in the
area of housing. Indeed there appears to be a connection between these
different spheres. The votes of Blacks in mxmicipal, state and federal elec¬
tions have often gone to cemdidates who have pledged to improve the housing
and educational situation of Blacks.
Robert C. Weaver* discussed federal policy concerning Blacks in
*Appointed first Black member of a Presidential Cabinet during the
Kennedy Administration, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
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federally sponsored housing projects. Reflecting not only upon the housing
problem. Weaver delivered an indictment against the federal government for
its seemingly inattention to the discrimination encountered by Blacks in their
attempts to enter housing projects financed by the federal government. Weaver
noted:
During the last few years the world has become vincomfortably
conscious of the existence of minority groups. ... We must rea¬
lize that although we have no clearly defined national policy to¬
ward our larjgest minority, the Negro, social programs initiated
or supported by the Federal government must involve racial
policy. Thus what appears as no racial policy is in fact, a most
dangerous one, since it frequently implies ignoring colored
Americans. The Negro is too often not considered a part of the
body politic. ^
In effect. Weaver’s article restated what had become the common
policy of American society's philosophy concerning Blacks--"separate and
unequal. "
Weaver attempted to analyze federal hiring practices in defense in¬
dustries. This article notes the measure of improvement in the availability
of jobs in defense industries for Blacks. However, this article also states
that there is a disproportionate amount of Blacks hired to fill unskilled jobs
while at the same time Blacks applying for skilled positions are often turned
away. Weaver considered the lack of fair employment practices as an im¬
pediment to Blacks in gaining adequate housing because of inadequate income.
These two articles point up the evident inattention the federal
^Robert C. Weaver, "Racial Policy in Public Housing. " Phylon, I
(First Quarter, 1940), 149.
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government paid concerning the treatment of Blacks in federally sponsored
programs.
William J. Trent discussed "Federal Sanctions Directed Against
Racial Discrimination" as it applied to employment and housing. In federally
sponsored programs the federal government did make an attempt to ameliorate
discrimination encountered by Blacks. This had the effect of extending federal
activities into the states domain. "In this acceleration of the extension of
federal activity, then, the question is immediately posed as to how far admin¬
istrators and agencies are to be delimited by state laws and customs. . . . "1
Thus we see the genesis of the conflict between the federal govern¬
ment and the states which has blocked full citizenship aspirations of Blacks.
The main point becomes a question of the supremacy of the federal govern¬
ment as opposed to the states. "All authorities agree that there . . . are
privileges and burdens incident to allegiance to the United States of America
superior to the rights and obligations owed to a state.
Along with the realization of the supremacy of the federal government
to the states, federal agencies began to organize office of racial relations in
an attempt to insure some measure of Black participation. According to Henry
L. Moon, "The seek ... to influence the basic policy of the agency in such
manner that its program will provide for equitable participation of minority
groups in all its phases--in responsibilities and administration as well as in
^William J. Trent, Jr., "Federal Sanctions Directed Against Racial




Moon further stated that the treatment of Blacks was not a local
problem but a national one and that prejudice encountered by a Black in one
locale would affect any Black who chose to come to this area. Thus it was
necessary for the federal government to ban discrimination in its agencies be¬
cause it involved Blacks (however small in some sections) in its employment
cind housing activities in all states.
The Supreme Court itself made certain issues concerning Blacks. Al¬
though the Court did not strike down the Plessy v. Ferguson decision of 1895,
during the 1940’s it began to become active in the protection of Black civil
rights. Although Blacks still encountered discrimination, the Supreme Court
did curtail some of this unequal treatment through the decisions which it
handed down.
"The Negro Before the Supreme Court, " an article by Bernard Nelson
printed in Phylon in 1947 analyzed the protest for Black rights under the
Fourteenth Amendment. Acknowledging some improvement in the Supreme
Court interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment as it referred to Blacks,
Nelson stated that there was still much to be done to insure total protection
under the law for Blacks. He advanced the theory that the Supreme Court
should strike down state laws which abridged Black utilization of public
facilities. "New rules of law, " said Nelson, "must be formulated banning
residential segregation and discrimination in the use of intellectual and cultural
^H. L. Moon, "Racial Aspects of Federal Public Relations Programs. "
Phylon, IV (First Quarter, 1943), 67.
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facilities provided by the states.
Nelson saw the need to abolish all restrictive covenants which applied
to Black participation in public life. He felt that the Supreme Court would
be operating within its jurisdiction by declaring discriminatory laws uncon¬
stitutional.
The intervention of the federal government into the civil rights struggle
was questioned by those who agreed with its principles and thos who opposed
the entire concept of Black equal rights. In the South this intervention was
particulary abhorred because of the southern belief in "states rights. " In a
speech delivered at Atlanta University February 27, 1948, Avery Craven,
Professor of History at the University of Chicago, pointed up this ambiguity
when he discussed southern division concerning President Truman's civil
rights program of 1948:
As a matter of fact, I do not believe the white South is solid
in any sense as far as civil rights are concerned. A few
Southern whites even accept President Truman's program in
theory, at least; many more agree with the ideals back of it,
but question whether they should be imposed on any state by
federal force.
I am therefore disturbed to find the matter of civil rights
thrown sharply against that other southern attachment for states
rights. 2
^Bernard Nelson, "The Negro Before the Supreme Court. " Phylon,
VIII (First Quarter, 1947), 38.
'y
^Avery Craven, "The Background of the Civil Rights Struggle. "
Phylon, IX (Fourth Quarter, 1948), 333-334,
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Indeed Craven foreshadowed what was to become the primary argu¬
ment the South would use against federal civil rights action in the 1950’s--
"states rights. "
Southerners in their expressed admiration for states rights, ignored
individual rights as it referred to Blacks. States rights were built around the
principle that states had the rights to pass certain laws that could not be abro¬
gated by federal law. However, Southerners forgot that the citizen is first
obligated to the nation and then to the state. Furthermore, the Constitution
insured federal responsibility before state responsibility when it stated, "All
powers not delegated to the federal government are hereby reserved to the
states. "
Joseph Douglass and Albert Whiting attempted to analyze the Black
problem from an ecological point of view. The authors discussed the migra¬
tion patterns of Blacks and its subsequent effect on the national racial situa¬
tion. Advancing the theory that a more equal distribution of Blacks would
somehow alleviate the Black problem of the South, the authors stated: "In
this hypothesis the writers do not wish to suggest that the problem of intergroup
are national only in character or have only national ramifications. . . . "^
*The South at this point is beginning to come under attack for its segrega¬
tionist practices. It will be in the mid-1960‘s before the situation of Blacks
in other sections of the United States are questioned and compared to that of
those who live in the South.
^Joseph H. Douglass and Albert N. Whiting, "An Approach to Negro-
White Relations. " Phylon, X (First Quarter, 1949), 146.
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Douglass and Whiting also pointed up one of the greatest defects of
segregation of the American economy. "Placed in historical perspective . , .
the effects of disadvantage of part of society permeate the entire social struc¬
ture. " ^ The effects of non-utilization of Blacks in the economy decreased
proportionately the output of the productive section of the nation.
During the 1950’s Phylon articles concerning Black civil rights began
not only to consider the economic loss of the nation due to segregation but also
the intellectual loss suffered by America because of inferior education of
Blacks. There were examinations and criticisms made concerning white be¬
lief in the inferiority of Blacks. Most white Americans attempted to assign
an inferior status to Blacks. Blacks were relegated to stations of inferiority,
qualifications notwithstanding, while whites with lesser qualifications assumed
they were superior to Blacks. This philosophy prevailed in all aspects of
American society--social, political and economic. As Simpson and Yinger
explained:
If the American Negro is shiftless, lazy, unable to master the
skills necessary for handling intricate machinery or incapable of
acquiring other specialized knowledge, and especially if these
traits are innate, then it is not prejudice that limits him to the
most tedious least desirable work; it is his own lack of capacity.
By such beliefs the dominant group members seek to protect
their advantaged positions and at the same time to allay the doubts
of their own consciences.^
^Ibid.
2
George E. Simpson and J. M. Yinger, "The Changing Patterns of
Race Relations. " Phylon, XV (Fourth Quarter, 1954), 329-30.
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This interpretation was endorsed by Bloch who stated that: "The low
social standard forced upon the Negro limits his social mobility, which in
turn, affects his social chances. On the economic side, limited income
circumscribe both the social and economic mobility. . . .
Also during the 1950*s there was a massive attack on the American
education system by civil rights organizations who attempted to link the
Black man's inferior status to the inadequate education he received in the
public school system. Referring to the doctrine of "separate but equal" edu¬
cation, these groups attempted to expose the inequities of such a system. It
was a fact that poor states and cities could not operate two equal educational
systems on the meager financial sources at their disposal; and it was correct¬
ly assumed that the education of Blacks would suffer.
So long as southern states were permitted to play segregation
their own way, they supported it unconditionally. But with the
courts seemingly prepared to enforce the right of the segregated
Negro, as they have seldom done in the past, the system of
segregation has lost some of its appeal. It may be very well to
consign Negro college students to a third rate institution while
supporting a first rate state university for whites, but what state
legislature is prepared to build two first rate state universities.
. . . Thus the "high cost" of prejudice rigorously enforced by
the courts, may do far more to eliminate segregation than would
be accomplished by idealism working alone. 2
During Black agitation for equal rights, southern states were forced
to admit that they could not support separate but equal educational facilities
along with the economic realization of the high cost of segregation; southern
^Herman D. Bloch, "The Circle of Discrimination Against Negroes. "
Phylon, XVI (Third Quarter, 1955), 262.
^John J. Roche, "The Future of Separate but Equal. " Phylon, XII
(Third Quarter, 1951), 226.
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whites had to readjust their beliefs in white superiority. Reflecting on this
archaic theory, Ralphe J. Bunche stated:
What utter nonsense it is . . . and how dangerous to the very
foundations of our society, to contend that there must be two
categories of American citizens, first-class and second-class,
and that in terms of the status in society, the most able and
valuable Negro citizen must be considered and treated as inferior
in status to the most incompetent and useless white citizen, even
criminal. ^
Along with the rhetoric concerning Blacks, second-class citizenship,
economic loss to the national economy, there were different views concerning
the granting of equal rights to Blacks.
Southern conservatives, of course, retained their view that no change
would be made in the status of Blacks as far as integrating him into American
society, because this would be harmful to him. Brown, quoting a Southern
newspaper editor, wrote:
. . . Many of the customs and practices of discrimination of the
South have a terrible burden on the Region and ought to be removed.
But I have argued, and see no reason to change my view, that no
worst punishment for Negro children in the South could be imagined
than to send them to school with white children. . . . ^
We recognize that many conditions affect adversely the lives
of our Negro citizens, and that gross inequality of opportxmity,
economic and educational is a fact. We are concerned that as
rapidly as possible conditions should be improved, inequalities
removed, and greater opportunity provided for all our people . . .
^Ralphe J. Bvinche, "Equality Without Qualifications. " Phylon, XII
(Third Quarter, 1951), 212.
2
William H. Brown, "Attitudes Toward the Education of Negroes,"
Phylon, XIII (Second Quarter, 1952), 156.
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But we believe that efforts toward these ends must, in the South,
be made within the established patterns of social relationships,
which require separate educational institutions for whites and
Negroes. ^
Hence, the belief that separate facilities benefit Blacks because they
are incable of competing with whites. Southerners began to inform the rest
of the nation that they would solve their problems in due time.
There were differences in opinion expressed by other whites who con¬
sidered separate facilities an abrogation of Black rights* This group allied
themselves with militant Blacks in protesting the existing social order. How¬
ever, these whites who supported Blacks were a definite minority.
The militant Blacks disagreed with the attachment of an inferior status
to himself. TheypuLshed for integration. This group held that any doctrine
embodying separate but equal philosophy was unacceptable because oftentimes
this philosophy meant that facilities intended for the use of Blacks were in¬
deed separate but seldom, if ever, equal. In the early 1950’s these Blacks
represented a minority.
There were other Blacks who wanted no change in the existing social
order. Blacks who held a passive attitude considered education important but
who thought the existing condition the will of God.
The middle ground between the militant and passive Blacks were
Blacks who held a compromising attitude. This group thought that integration
would be beneficial but were resigned to the view that no change would be
^Ibid.
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immediately ascertained in the early 1950‘s.
The attitudes of Blacks and whites of all philosophical persuasions
would have to be considered before any worthwhile change could be made in
the southern situation of Blacks and whites.
On May 17, 1954, in the case Brown et al. v. the Board of Education
of Topeka, Kansas, the Supreme Court outlawed separate but equal education.
The Brown Decision was considered the instrument needed by proponents of
Black civil rights to facilitate quick incorporation of Blacks into American
life.
The Brown decision was immediately analyzed in an article by Reddick
which represents the most ambitious article printed by Phylon on a current
American racial issue during the period of this study (1940-54).
Reddick attempted to assauge the calm reaction of Blacks toward the
Court's decision. He wrote:
In the South there seems to have been a special policy of calmness
on the part of some Negro spokesmen. "Let us not smile or laugh
this week, it may be misunderstood, " one of them said. "We will
not press forward immediately. " "We have no immediate plans for
the present. " "We expect little change in the school situation in the
immediate future. " . . . ^
Of course there was a degree of jubilation upon winning such an impor¬
tant victory. This lack of overt enthusiasm may have been intended to "reassure
the frightened whites"^ who feared social interaction with Blacks.




Analyzing other federal legislation which had been intended to improve
the plight of Blacks and comparing them with the 1954 Court decision, Reddick
was pessimistic concerning the passive attitude some Black leaders assumed
concerning the decision. He wrote:
There is grave danger, though, in the policy of calmness as
adopted by some of the dark-skinned southerners and their friends.
The decision will never gain real and deep-seated acceptance un¬
less it is embraced as a moral principle. ^
Reddick could not envision that this decision included a statement by
the Court would recommend schools to be desegregated "with all deliberate
speed" cannot be ascertained. However, the lack of enthusiasm was correct¬
ly analyzed when he assumed this attitude would not facilitate immediate com¬
pliance with the decision. This attitude and the statement by the Court would
eventually curtail full compliance with the decision.
Reddick stated that the "National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People seeks immediate action. This assiimption was correct upon
analysis of a directive of the NAACP to its branches which stated:
For our part, we must be prepared to meet the challenge in a
forthright manner. Our branches must seek to determine in each
community whether the school board is prepared to make a prompt
and reasonable start towards integration of the public schools and
whether it will proceed with good faith at the earliest practicable
date. Promises unaccompanied by concrete action are meaningless;
nor can there be concern with the attitudes of individuals toward
a change in the school system. Segregated schools are illegal,
and the Court is merely allowing school boards time to get their




or evade. It is the job of our branches to see to it that each school
board begins to deal with the problem of providing non-discrimina-
tory education. 1
The ramifications of the Court decision of 1954 could not have been
seen in 1954. However, civil rights lawyers and organizations would attempt
to extend the Court's decision into all areas of public life. Any changes
which could be accredited to the decision would not be attained without hard¬
ship. In effect, any changes would come about only after changes in the atti¬
tudes of both Blacks and whites.
In an article by Simpson and Yinger printed in Phylon in 1955 entitled
"The Changing Patterns of Race Relations, " the author stated that "much re¬
mains to be done before the United States will measure up to its own ideology
that every man is to be judged on his own merits, without reference to his
race. . . ."^
The subsequent strife in American life may have been averted if the
Court's decision of 1954 could have insured equality to all citizens in the
United States without restrictions due to race.
^"Statement of the Emergency Southwide NAACP Conference, Atlanta,
Georgia, June 4, 1955 and Directives to the Branches," The Crisis, LXII
(June-July, 1955), 340.
2
Simpson and Yinger, op. cit. , p. 345.
SUMMARY
Phylon, The Atlanta University Review of Race and Culture, founded
by W. E. B. DxiBois in 1940 had been an adequate medium for the intellectual
discussion of racial questions.
Phylon*8 original intent as a journal was to discuss racial questions
in an international sphere. The question of incorporating minorities in Am¬
erican society and the plight of minorities around the world are documented.
Although Phylon*s major emphasis is placed on racial questions, there
is in-depth analysis of different cultures and their importance on the world
scene. With the increase in the interest of anthropological information,
Phylon provides a valuable ftinction in discussing these topics.
Perhaps Phylon is best utilized as an index for information printed
and researches made on racial questions. This index on racial matters serves
as an invaluable source to researchers in compiling their data. This index
is printed every fourth quarter.
The contributions in poetry and reviews of literature provides an in¬
valuable source of information dealing with race and culture.
All of the different sections combined make Phylon a journal which




Phylon has shown that the struggle of the Black man in America to ac¬
quire equality has been arduous.
The areas of importance to the Black man concerning his equal accept¬
ance into the American socio-political scene has not changed. Although his
major emphasis seemed to be diverted from social acceptance to political
participation, the underlying theme has always been "equal participation" as
an American citizen.
Whenever the Black man attempted to challenge the racial barriers
which prohibited him from enjoying his rights as a citizen, he always had to
contend with the attitudes which the white segment of American society held
concerning him. In effect, any change in his status represented a proportional
change in white attitudes towards him.
During the period of this study the federal government became the most
effective agency which sought to promote the aspirations of the Black man’s
struggle. The federal government had begun to expand its operations into the
different socio-economic spheres which had been the exclusive domain of the
states. Blacks considered the federal government stronger than state govern¬
ments and thought that with the different expenditures made by the federal
government in the states, they would receive some of the jobs which would
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allow them to improve their economic condition.
Black dependence on the federal government was due to the lack of in¬
terest state governments showed in alleviating the discriminatory practices
encountered by Blacks in all spheres of American life. In the southern states,
the state governments took the lead in restricting Black participation by en¬
acting laws prohibiting Blacks from enjoying equal opportunity as a citizen.
Phylon articles, whether political or socio-economic in scope, always
pointed up the deficiencies of the federal government in its silent attitude con¬
cerning Blacks enacting no laws to curtail discriminatory barriers encountered
by Blacks, the federal government appeared to be in accord with these prac¬
tices.
Housing restrictive occupancy schemes were used to prevent Blacks
from occupying federally funded housing projects. Although the federal govern¬
ment itself provided for no restrictive clauses these laws were enacted with
their knowledge which, in a sense, made them parties to these laws.
Phylon discussed Black advances in education. The Brown Decision
of 1954 was the landmark judicial decision on the status of Blacks. Intended
to declare unconstitutional the doctrine of separate but equal educational
facilities, this court decision was expanded by civil rights lawyers to embrace
all areas of American life which restricted the participation of Blacks in
American life on an equitable basis.
Phylon has shown that the Black struggle for equal rights has evolved
into different areas of concentration at different times but the struggle itself
30
has always concerned itself with the attaining of equal rights of participation
for Blacks in all spheres of American society.
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